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Abstract: Flash droughts are characterized by a period of rapid intensification over sub-seasonal
time scales that culminates in the rapid emergence of new or worsening drought impacts. This
study presents a new flash drought intensity index (FDII) that accounts for both the unusually
rapid rate of drought intensification and its resultant severity. The FDII framework advances our
ability to characterize flash drought because it provides a more complete measure of flash drought
intensity than existing classification methods that only consider the rate of intensification. The FDII
is computed using two terms measuring the maximum rate of intensification (FD_INT) and average
drought severity (DRO_SEV). A climatological analysis using soil moisture data from the Noah land
surface model from 1979–2017 revealed large regional and interannual variability in the spatial extent
and intensity of soil moisture flash drought across the US. Overall, DRO_SEV is slightly larger over
the western and central US where droughts tend to last longer and FD_INT is ~75% larger across
the eastern US where soil moisture variability is greater. Comparison of the FD_INT and DRO_SEV
terms showed that they are strongly correlated (r = 0.82 to 0.90) at regional scales, which indicates
that the subsequent drought severity is closely related to the magnitude of the rapid intensification
preceding it. Analysis of the 2012 US flash drought showed that the FDII depiction of severe drought
conditions aligned more closely with regions containing poor crop conditions and large yield losses
than that captured by the intensification rate component (FD_INT) alone.
Keywords: flash drought; drought; soil moisture; crop yield; climate; climate extreme; land surface
model; United States of America

1. Introduction
Copyright: © 2021 by the authors.
Licensee MDPI, Basel, Switzerland.
This article is an open access article
distributed under the terms and
conditions of the Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY) license (https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/
4.0/).

Flash droughts are characterized by unusually rapid intensification over sub-seasonal
time scales that culminates in drought conditions [1]. A seminal study by Otkin et al.
(2013) [2] revealed that rapid increases in moisture stress during flash drought are often accompanied by extreme heat, reduced cloud cover, low relative humidity, and strong winds.
Ford and Labosier (2017) [3] found that variables depicting anomalies in atmospheric
evaporative demand or the balance between the supply and demand of surface moisture
are closely related to flash drought onset. The co-occurrence of below normal precipitation
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and elevated evaporative demand can lead to the rapid depletion of root zone soil moisture
due to the dual impacts of increased evapotranspiration and diminished recharge of soil
moisture [2,4]. This in turn can lead to a rapid increase in vegetation moisture stress and
the emergence of flash drought conditions [5–8]. Flash drought is a compound extreme
climate event characterized by a combination of drivers and hazards that contribute to
societal and environmental risks [9].
Because flash drought is more likely to occur during the growing season when evaporative demand is high [10], it can lead to sharply lower crop yields and damage to natural
ecosystems [11–13]. For example, a rapid transition toward severe drought across the
southeastern US in the fall of 2016 led to numerous wildfires, most notably represented
by the devastating fires near Gatlinburg, Tennessee in late November [14]. Likewise, the
extreme flash drought that occurred during 2012 across prime agricultural lands in the
central US led to losses in excess of $30 billion [15]. Another example is the 2010 flash
drought across Russia and Ukraine that led the Russian government to ban the export of
wheat. This decision had national security implications because subsequent increases in
bread prices may have played a role in the protests and uprisings that occurred during the
Arab Spring in 2011 [16]. These and other examples illustrate the adverse effects that flash
droughts have on the environment and economy [17–24].
The high impact of flash drought has motivated development of various methods
to identify these features in the historical record and as part of real-time monitoring
applications. Most studies have identified flash drought based on the presence of unusually rapid changes in the ratio of actual to potential evapotranspiration [2,21,25,26], soil
moisture [3,7,27–29], evaporative demand [30,31], water balance [32], or the US Drought
Monitor (USDM) [33–35] over several weeks. These variables are typically chosen because
they capture the main drivers and impacts of moisture-related vegetation stress. Most of
the studies identify flash drought using a set of thresholds requiring a minimum rate of
intensification over a certain period of time [36]. These definitions are consistent with recommendations in the flash drought review article by Otkin et al. (2018) [1]; however, most
are unable to quantify the intensity of the flash drought. Two exceptions are Christian et al.
(2019) [25] and Li et al. (2020) [26], both of which categorize flash droughts based on the
magnitude of their rapid intensification.
Though existing flash drought definitions capture the rapid intensification component,
they do not consider the actual drought severity during or after the rapid intensification
period. This is a critical omission because land surface and hydrologic impacts will be
closely related not only to how quickly drought conditions develop but also by how severe
they become. A natural question is whether noteworthy flash droughts would have been
considered exceptionally severe had their rapid intensification been terminated by heavy
rainfall that quickly ameliorated drought conditions. For example, though people were
caught by surprise by the extremely rapid drought intensification that occurred during
the 2012 and 2017 US flash droughts [37,38], what made them especially destructive was
that the extreme drought conditions persisted for many months after the period of rapid
intensification ended. These examples illustrate why it is important to consider both the
magnitude of the rapid intensification and the resultant drought severity when assessing flash drought characteristics. Christian et al. (2019) [10] and Liu et al. (2020) [24]
have partially addressed this limitation by identifying cases where flash droughts transitioned into hydrological or seasonal droughts; however, neither study combined the rapid
intensification and severity components into a single metric.
In this study, we develop a new flash drought intensity index (FDII) that explicitly
accounts both for the rapid rate of intensification of a flash drought and the resultant
drought severity. This is an important development for flash drought monitoring and
research because it provides a more complete measure of flash drought severity than
existing identification methods that focus only on the rate of intensification. Development
of the FDII will aid efforts to characterize these extreme climate events and the impacts they
have on agriculture and natural ecosystems [39–42]. It will also be valuable for quantifying
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trends not only in flash drought occurrence [29,43], but also in their intensity, both in the
historical record and in the future under different climate scenarios [44]. The FDII could
also assist climate and climate change vulnerability assessments by providing a new index
that would allow researchers to investigate environmental and socioeconomic impacts
associated with flash droughts of varying intensity [45–47]. As a biophysical indicator
of drought intensity, the FDII could serve as the basis for biophysical, socioeconomic, or
integrated vulnerability assessment studies [48–50]. As such, there are various potential
applications for the FDII methodology.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Soil Moisture
The FDII methodology will be demonstrated using soil moisture output from the Noah
land surface model [51] from the North American Land Data Assimilation System [52].
Soil moisture from the 0–40 cm layer is chosen for this analysis as a balance between the
rapid (but noisy) response of topsoil moisture and the slower evolution of soil moisture in
deeper layers. Hourly soil moisture values with 0.125◦ spatial resolution were averaged to
pentads (5 days) and then percentiles were computed using the climatological soil moisture
distribution from 1979–2017. This process was applied separately to each pentad and
grid point to account for seasonal and local differences in the soil moisture climatology.
Verification studies have shown that Noah soil moisture data exhibit high fidelity when
compared to in situ observations [52,53].
2.2. Flash Drought Intensity Index (FDII)
The FDII includes two components: one that measures the rate of intensification
(FD_INT) and a second that captures the drought severity (DRO_SEV). We refer to this
index as the “FD-two” because it considers both components when assessing the intensity
of flash drought. Here, we provide an example where the FDII is computed using percentiles, though standardized change anomalies could also be used. The intensification and
severity components are computed relative to baseline values that represent the minimum
requirements for flash drought. For this study, we require a minimum intensification rate
equivalent to a 15 percentile decrease (∆PER_BASE) in soil moisture during a 4-pentad
period (∆T_BASE), which is similar to thresholds used in previous studies to identify flash
drought [3,27]. The flash drought intensification component (FD_INT) for a given pentad
is computed as:

FD_INT =

∆PER_BASE
∆T_BASE

 −1



×

∆PER_OBS
∆T_OBS


(1)
max

where the first term is a constant representing the inverse of the baseline minimum intensification rate and the second term is the maximum observed intensification rate. The latter
term is computed by sequentially searching for the maximum intensification rate occurring
over time periods ranging from 2 to 10 pentads ending at the analysis time. This time
range was chosen because flash drought is a sub-seasonal phenomenon. Using a variable
time range allows the FDII framework to capture the maximum intensification rate for
each event, which may occur over different time scales due to differences in antecedent
conditions and the processes driving the evolution of the flash drought. When scaled by
the baseline intensification rate, this means that the percentile changes required for an
event to be classified as a flash drought increases with time, ranging from a minimum
intensification rate of a 7.5 percentile decrease in 2 pentads to a 37.5 percentile decrease in
10 pentads. FD_INT is set to zero for pentads that do not meet the baseline intensification
rate requirement. This flexible framework allows us to not only identify flash drought, but
also to assess its intensity. For example, Figure 1a shows the evolution of two hypothetical
flash drought events where event 2 has a larger FD_INT on 5 June than event 1 because it
was characterized by a larger percentile decrease over a shorter period of time preceding
this date.
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Figure
Examples illustrating
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Figure 1.
1. Examples
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intensification (FD_INT)
(FD_INT) and (b)
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drought severity
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(DRO_SEV) for
forthree
threehypothetical
hypotheticalflash
flashdrought
droughtevents
eventsmodulate
modulatethe
themagnitude
magnitudeofofthe
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FDII.
(DRO_SEV)

After computing the FD_INT term, it is then necessary to determine the drought
severity (DRO_SEV) associated with the flash drought. Here, we choose to compute the
average drought severity during the 18 pentads (90 days) following the end of the rapid
intensification period:
np

DRO_SEV =

1
( DRO_BASE − DRO_OBS(n))
np n∑
=1

(2)

where np is the number of pentads, DRO_OBS(n) is the observed percentile for pentad
n, and DRO_BASE is the baseline percentile threshold used to represent the onset of
drought conditions. We require that the variable must fall below the 20th percentile of
its distribution (DRO_BASE = 20) [33] for at least four consecutive pentads for it to be
considered a flash drought. If DRO_OBS(n) > DRO_BASE for an individual pentad, the
drought severity is set to zero for that pentad. This approach is advantageous because it
allows us to consider drought severity over a range of time scales (but limited in duration
by np), with the DRO_SEV term becoming larger the longer drought conditions last. It
also permits temporary improvements above DRO_BASE within the time period used to
compute DRO_SEV.
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Finally, the FDII is then computed as the product of the FD_INT and DRO_SEV
components so that the intensification rate and actual drought severity can be considered
in a combined flash drought analysis framework:
FDII = FD_INT × DRO_SEV

(3)

The importance of accounting for the drought severity when assessing flash drought is
illustrated in Figure 1b for two events that have identical intensification rates (FD_INT = 5.3)
but then have different evolutions after the period of rapid intensification ends. In this
example, event 3 has a larger FDII than event 2 because the drought conditions were more
severe and lasted longer.
3. Results
3.1. Flash Drought Climatology
In this section, we explore regional and seasonal differences in flash drought characteristics when the FDII framework is applied to the Noah soil moisture dataset. Figure 2
shows the average FD_INT, DRO_SEV, and FDII for each grid point at monthly intervals
during the primary growing season (April to October), along with the percentage of pentads for which flash drought occurred during each month in the climatology. Only pentads
containing flash drought were used to compute the average values for each term, with a
given pentad identified as containing flash drought if the intensification rate exceeded the
minimum intensification rate and the soil moisture percentile was at or below DRO_BASE
for the current and next three pentads.
Inspection of the percentage time column reveals that soil moisture flash droughts can
develop throughout the growing season but occur most frequently during the summer and
fall when evaporative demand and vegetation water requirements are high. Large regional
differences in flash drought occurrence are also evident. For example, flash droughts
develop most often in June and July across the northwestern US, the summer in the central
US, and the fall across the southern US. The seasonal peak across the central US is broadly
consistent with the study by Christian et al. (2019) [10] that used rapid changes in the
ratio of actual to potential evapotranspiration to identify flash droughts over a 38-year
period. The similar seasonal distributions of flash drought occurrence across the central US
when using soil moisture or evapotranspiration-based metrics could be due to stronger
land–atmosphere coupling in this region [54–58].
Figure 2 demonstrates notable differences in spatial patterns and seasonality between
the FD_INT and DRO_SEV terms. For example, most areas characterized by large FD_INT
in any given month also had fewer flash droughts and smaller average DRO_SEV than
elsewhere. This relationship is most prominent across portions of the Midwest, New
England, and the southeastern US. This indicates that though drought intensification can
be very rapid in these locations, it does not occur as often, and severe or persistent drought
conditions are less likely to develop after the period of rapid intensification ends. This
pattern is consistent with the tendency for the eastern US. to have more reliable rainfall
and lower evaporative demand, both of which make it less likely that a period of rapid
intensification will transition into long-term severe drought. FD_INT is largest across the
eastern US whereas DRO_SEV is largest across the western and central US, where droughts
are more likely to persist for many weeks or months. Together, this leads to larger average
FDII values in the central and western US than would occur if only the magnitude of the
rapid intensification was used to depict their severity.
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droughts shown in Figure 2 and to account for differences in climate between cooler northern areas and warmer southern parts of the US. Comparison of the distributions reveals
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Figure 3. (a) Map showing the six regions that were used to compute probability density functions for (b) FDII, (c) FD_INT,

Figure 3. (a) Map showing the six regions that were used to compute probability density functions for (b) FDII, (c) FD_INT,
and (d) DRO_SEV using pentad data from April–October during 1979–2017. The mean value for each regional distribution
and (d) DRO_SEV using pentad data from April–October during 1979–2017. The mean value for each regional distribution
is also shown on each panel. The distributions and mean values were computed using data from individual pentads and
is also shown on each panel. The distributions and mean values were computed using data from individual pentads and
grid points for which flash drought occurred.
grid points for which flash drought occurred.

The relationship between FD_INT and DRO_SEV in each region is examined more
closely using the scatterplots shown in Figure 4. The data points represent spatial averages
for each pentad containing flash drought somewhere within a given region, with values
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severe drought conditions. These regional differences are indicative of the tendency for
drought conditions to persist longer in the western US where precipitation is less reliable,
and in the central US where strong land–atmosphere feedbacks [54,56] could potentially
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shows that a similar rate of intensification in those regions is more likely to lead to severe
drought conditions. These regional differences are indicative of the tendency for drought
conditions to persist longer in the western US where precipitation is less reliable, and in
the central US where strong land–atmosphere feedbacks [54,56] could potentially lead to a
higher likelihood of drought persistence following a period of rapid intensification.
3.2. Flash Drought Case Study
In this section, we assess the congruence between the FD_INT, DRO_SEV, and FDII
and various datasets capturing the impacts of the 2012 flash drought on prime agricultural
lands in the United States. Figure 5 shows maps of the maximum FD_INT, DRO_SEV, and
FDII that occurred between 1 May and 18 August 2012, along with the USDM drought
analysis and topsoil moisture, corn, and soybean condition anomalies on 18 August 2012,
and annual yield departures for corn and soybeans at the end of the growing season. The
USDM is generated each week through expert synthesis of multiple data sources to classify
conditions into one of six categories ranging from no drought to abnormally dry (D0)
and moderate (D1), severe (D2), extreme (D3), and exceptional (D4) drought [33]. The
impact of the flash drought on corn and soybean yields is assessed using county-level
estimates from the US Department of Agriculture’s National Agricultural Statistics Service
(NASS) Quickstats database (http://quickstats.nass.usda.gov; accessed on 1 February
2021). Trend-adjusted percentage yield departures were computed for each county and
crop after fitting a linear regression to the corresponding yield time series from 2000–2019
to account for local changes over time. Corn, soybean, and topsoil moisture condition data
at county scale were also obtained from NASS. These datasets are based on surveys from
local experts knowledgeable in visually identifying crop and soil moisture conditions [11].
Crop conditions are reported in five categories ranging from very poor to excellent, whereas
topsoil moisture is reported in four categories ranging from very short to surplus. Crop
and soil moisture anomalies were computed for 18 August 2012 by subtracting the mean
conditions for that week based on the period of record.
FDII and component patterns in Figure 5 indicate that flash drought conditions
occurred across most of the central and Midwestern US during 2012. The largest FD_INT
values are concentrated in the eastern half of the region (Figure 5a). In contrast, very large
values of DRO_SEV are found across a much more extensive area (Figure 5b), similar to the
widespread severe-to-exceptional drought conditions depicted by the USDM (Figure 5d).
The tendency for larger FD_INT in the eastern US and larger DRO_SEV across both the
central and eastern US during this event is consistent with the east-to-west transition in
flash drought characteristics shown in the climatological analyses (Figure 2). Comparison
of the FDII (Figure 5c) and FD_INT (Figure 5a) maps shows that inclusion of the DRO_SEV
term in the FDII led to a notable westward expansion of areas characterized by severe
drought. The more expansive depiction of severe drought conditions by the FDII aligns
more closely with areas containing substantial crop yield losses (Figure 5e,f) and negative
soil and crop condition anomalies (Figure 5g–i). For example, very dry topsoil and poor
crop conditions extended from Ohio westward across the entire Corn Belt and into the
High Plains. Corn and soybean yields were at least 25% below the long-term trend in most
counties in this region. Though the entire area experienced flash drought, FD_INT by itself
was unable to capture the westward extent of the most severe impacts on the land surface
and agriculture as depicted by the FDII.
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the current crop conditions compared to the final crop yields. Corn and soybean yields
are most strongly correlated to their own conditions on 18 August (r = 0.87 and r = 0.76
respectively), which indicates that the qualitative NASS crop condition reports can provide accurate yield indicators for these crops. Yield correlations are weaker for topsoil
10 ofsea16
moisture because the presence of deeper plant roots at this late stage of the growing
son mean that subsoil moisture content is generally more important for determining crop
yields.
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To more closely examine relationships between the FDII and crop variables, Figure 6
shows correlations computed using data from the region shown in Figure 5. Significance
testing was performed for each variable pair using an equivalent sample size to account
for potential autocorrelation between the variables and differences in the number of nonmissing points in each variable. All of the correlations were found to be statistically
significant at the α = 0.05 confidence level. Overall, it is evident that strong correlations
exist between most of these variables. For the USDM, crop condition, and crop yield
variables, the correlations are strongest for DRO_SEV and FDII and slightly weaker for

FDII and the crop condition and crop yield variables are weaker than those obtained for
the DRO_SEV component, it is important to note that this does not mean that rapid intensification during a flash drought is less important than the resultant drought severity for
two reasons. First, the period of rapid intensification during the 2012 flash drought occurred during the first half of the growing season, which meant that the time period repAtmosphere 2021, 12, 741
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Although Figure 6 shows that correlations between the FD_INT component of the
FDII and the crop condition and crop yield variables are weaker than those obtained
for the DRO_SEV component, it is important to note that this does not mean that rapid
intensification during a flash drought is less important than the resultant drought severity
for two reasons. First, the period of rapid intensification during the 2012 flash drought
occurred during the first half of the growing season, which meant that the time period
represented by the FD_INT variable primarily occurred prior to the critical stages for
yield production in corn (pollination during July [62]) and soybeans (bean filling during
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August and September [63]). In contrast, the 18-pentad time period used to compute the
DRO_SEV overlapped with these critical stages in 2012 (not shown). Second, because
the rapid drought intensification occurred early in the growing season, it quickly set the
stage for extreme drought conditions to be present during a much longer portion of the
growing season and therefore provide the potential for the drought to exert a larger impact
on crop yields. Indeed, without the “flash” part of the 2012 drought, crop yields likely
would have been higher even if extreme drought conditions had still developed later in the
growing season simply because the crops would have experienced less time in drought.
Thus, this case study demonstrates that both the unusually rapid rate of intensification
and the resultant drought severity should be considered within an FDII framework when
evaluating flash drought characteristics and their impacts on land–surface conditions.
4. Discussion
This study presents a new flash drought monitoring framework that explicitly accounts for both the rapid rate of intensification and the resultant drought severity when
assessing the intensity of flash drought. By including both components, the FDII provides
a more comprehensive measure of flash drought severity than existing methods that do not
consider the severity or longevity of the drought after the period of rapid intensification
ends. This is an important consideration because an event in which an initial period of
rapid intensification transitions into severe and long-lasting drought conditions will have
a larger impact on vegetation health, crop yields, ecosystems, and water resources than
would an event with the same magnitude of rapid intensification that does not lead to
sustained drought.
The FDII framework was demonstrated using 0–40 cm soil moisture percentiles from
the Noah land surface model from 1979–2017. The FDII was computed as the product of
two terms measuring the maximum rate of intensification (FD_INT) and average drought
severity (DRO_SEV) relative to a set of thresholds representing the minimum requirements
for flash drought. Overall, the study revealed large regional differences in flash drought
characteristics across the US. For example, FD_INT was larger on average across the eastern
US whereas DRO_SEV was larger over the central and western US where long-term drought
conditions are more likely due to higher evaporative demand and less reliable rainfall.
The larger DRO_SEV meant that the average strength of flash droughts across the western
and central US was greater than would otherwise be apparent if only the magnitude of
the rapid intensification was used to represent their intensity. Analysis of the 2012 US
flash drought showed that the FDII depiction of severe drought conditions aligned more
closely with regions containing poor crop conditions and large yield losses than occurred
when using the intensification rate component (FD_INT) in isolation. Together, the case
study and climatology illustrate why it is important to consider both the magnitude of
the rapid intensification and the resultant drought severity when assessing the strength
of flash drought events. Comparison of the FD_INT and DRO_SEV terms also showed
that they are strongly correlated to each other at regional scales, which indicates that the
subsequent drought severity is closely related to the magnitude of the preceding period of
rapid intensification.
While the FDII formula presented in this study demonstrates the merit of a combined
intensification rate and severity framework for describing flash drought, future work will
explore the utility of other formulations. Here, a percentile-based approach was used to
compute the FDII because such methods have been widely employed during previous
studies to identify flash drought. Though percentile-based methods have proven useful
for this purpose, an important limitation is that they convert an unbounded nonlinear
distribution of standardized anomalies into a bounded linear distribution of percentiles.
This limitation could potentially be mitigated by using nonlinear functions in the FD_INT
and DRO_SEV terms so that additional weight is given to more extreme events. Such
modifications could be especially important for flash drought because the rapid temporal
changes that occur during these events are located in the tail of the distribution where
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large changes in standardized anomalies for a variable may only lead to small changes
in percentile space. It is also challenging to apply percentile-based methods to datasets
with short periods of record because there is insufficient data to represent the distribution.
For example, even with 40 years of data, there are only enough data points to resolve the
distribution at 2.5 percentile intervals.
Though percentiles are more intuitive and easier to communicate to the general public,
it may be advantageous to use standardized anomalies because their unbounded range
of values can more accurately represent the magnitude of extreme events in datasets with
shorter periods of record. This is because standardized anomalies are computed using a
theoretical continuous distribution whereas percentiles are generated using a discrete set
of historical events. An FDII formula that employs standardized change anomalies could
be patterned off the rapid change index developed by Otkin et al. (2014, 2015) [6,37] that
represents the accumulated magnitude of rapid changes in a variable over some period
of time. Modifying the rapid change index so that it also includes a drought severity
component would make it consistent with the FDII framework.
Additional studies are necessary to investigate the physical drivers of flash drought
such as land–atmosphere coupling, remote teleconnections, and blocking anticyclones, and
determine how these processes influence the magnitude of the rapid intensification and
drought severity terms that comprise the FDII. A deeper understanding of these processes
and how they may vary for different regions and seasons would aid efforts to not only
predict flash drought occurrence but also its intensity. It would also be beneficial to use
the FDII and its components to examine flash drought characteristics in other parts of the
world with climate types that do not occur in the contiguous US, as well as to examine their
spatial heterogeneity using methods such as the Gini index [64]. Such information could be
used to perform vulnerability assessments to better understand the exposure, sensitivity,
and adaptive capacity of different groups to flash drought. Finally, the FDII framework
could be applied to other drought monitoring variables such as evaporative demand and
evapotranspiration to assess the compound nature and cascading impacts of flash drought
on the environment because no single dataset can represent all aspects of flash drought by
itself. This could be done both in retrospective studies and as part of real-time monitoring
systems. These and other topics will be explored in future studies.
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